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Abstract
In a context of fragmentated competition and consumers’ demand, it is difficult to take advantage of the low cost and high efficiency of mass customization, while and also meeting the customers’ individualized needs. Internet led
business increases the difficulty of balancing the offer of large production and
customization, because companies face a high cost (C2F), while the customer’s satisfaction is low (F2C). Finding a solution to this trade-off is not only a
major challenge in the process of company model transformation, but also an
important topic that has not yet been studied in depth. This research applied
the case analysis method to study the evolution of hotel furniture company
innovation ecosystem and to suggest the development of value co-creation
model. Meanwhile, the C2F2C development strategy of creating value between hotel furniture manufacturers and customers is constructed, which
realizes the win-win value creation between companies and customers, and
explores the effective ways to improve the technological innovation ability
and international competitiveness of hotel furniture manufacturers in China.
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1. Introduction
The Internet expansion in China gradually exposed the problems of hotel furniture manufacturers, due to low production efficiency and service capacity, low
concentration of the furniture industry and weak brand recognition. These
companies cannot meet the new industrial requirements of 2025 made in China
if they do not adapt to the internet consumption era. Consumer awareness inDOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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creased the request for faster delivery at a lower cost. In order to obtain sustainable competitive advantage in the fierce market competition, the hotel furniture
manufacturers need to construct a new customer value co-creation model, in
which customers can meet their needs and improve satisfaction, while the companies shall reduce costs and become more efficient.
Drawing lessons from the valuable experience of the transformation and upgrading of other industries, the hotel furniture manufacturers designed a costumer-centered strategy based on a C2F (customer to factory) model. This model
focuses on the introduction of custom furniture-based innovative activities to
meet the consumer needs. However, in practice, the strategic management
measures to fully meet the needs of consumers may reduce corporate profits.
According to the data from 2018-2023 China Customized Furniture Industry
Panoramic Survey and Development Strategy Research Consulting Report, the
average gross profit margin of China’s custom furniture industry was between
30% and 50%, but the average net profit margin was only about 3% to 7%. Sofia,
Haolaike, European pie and other domestic custom furniture giants have a net
interest rate of only more than 10%. This phenomenon of high gross profit and
low net profit is the pain point of furniture industry at present. This reflects the
contradiction between the personalized and fragmented demand of the major
hotels regarding their decoration style and the large-scale and mass production
of hotel furniture production companies. This has become a key obstacle to prevent many furniture manufactures from obtaining competitive advantage.
This research explores a solution to this major challenge faced by hotel furniture manufacturers, based on the theoretical perspective of value co-creation
based on Fanqing Hotel Furniture Company. The case study method is used to
analyze the value co-creation model and the key influencing factors in the
process of continuous evolution by analyzing the following main problems: the
composition of the innovation ecosystem of hotel furniture manufacturers; the
operation mode and evolution of the value co-creation between hotel companies
and customers in the process of developing an innovation ecosystem; how
Fanqing Furniture Company can solve the contradiction between customer personalized demand and company mass customization and improve customer satisfaction; how can the Company construct and implement the C2F2C development strategy based on value co-creation.
The literature review of relevant theories, followed by the analysis of the
composition and the relationships of the innovative ecosystem of this company,
allowed the proposal of a value co-creation model of hotel furniture manufacturer leading to the promotion of an innovative ecosystem based on the design
and implementation of the C2F2C strategy of Fanqing Company.

2. Theoretical Literature Review
2.1. Innovation Ecosystem
The concept of innovation ecosystem is rooted in “ecosystem”. In 1935, British
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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biologist Tansley (1947) first put forward the concept of “ecosystem”, which included the whole complex of physical factors forming the environment. The researcher believed that “ecosystem” was the basic unit of nature, with various sizes and types [1]. In the 1970s, the concept of “ecosystem” was applied in the
economic field. Scholars put forward, first the “company life cycle theory” by
studying the organizational behavior of companies, and after the concepts of
company ecosystem, industry ecosystem and national ecosystem. These concepts and theories further enriched the connotation of company organizational
behavior management, which is not only applied on strategic management and
innovation management, but also at the level of company economic management.
Since the sixties, the innovation ecosystem has passed by three stages: technological innovation, innovation system and innovation ecosystem. The term
“innovation” was first proposed by Schumpeter, although without a strict and
narrow definition of the term “innovation”. Rostow, an American economist,
put forward the take-off six-stage theory of economic development. In his book
“The Diffusion of Innovation“, the author pointed out the four factors that affect
the diffusion of innovation: the characteristics of innovation itself, the channels
of communication, the time and the social system [2].
From 1985 to 1987, Landwell and Freeman put forward the concepts of “innovation system” and “national innovation system” successively. Freeman
(1987) studied the rise of Japan’s economy and proposed that “national innovation system” is a network composed of market participants and government. As
a result, innovation theory has entered the stage of “national innovation system”
[3]. Danish scholar Lundvall (1992) believed that the “national innovation system” depends on the efficiency of knowledge utilization. The criteria for measuring the “national innovation system” are whether knowledge can be acquired, how to obtain the real positive impact in industry and how to create
value [4].
In the 21st century, the innovation ecosystem has really formed a theoretical
system and been deeply studied. The report of Innovation Cluster, published by
OECD in 2001, points out that “innovation” is not the progress of scientific research in the traditional sense, but the concept of innovation formed by the interaction of industry, scientific research institutions, educational institutions and
service institutions. The Innovation America published in 2004 proposed that
innovation is a non-linear, flexible project, a dynamic ecosystem that interacts,
communicates, and cooperates among various entities within an economic society to promote innovation. In June of the same year, the report maintaining
the National Innovative Ecosystem: Maintaining the Strength of American
Science and Engineering Capability pointed out that the United States has a perfect and developed innovative ecosystem to gain the dominance of the world
economy and long-term prosperity of the national economy. The basic mode of
innovation has evolved from “industry, university and research” to “governDOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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ment, company, university and user”. This new mode of innovation is called
“user-oriented innovation”. Simanis and Hart (2009) gave this mode another
name – “embedded innovation”, which takes the needs of consumers as the core,
and promotes the product and service side in reverse, promotes producers to
improve, produces new products and increases value [5].
In 2010, Adner pointed out that the innovation ecosystem is a collaborative
mechanism in which companies play a leading role in participating, facing consumers, and solving problems through the organic combination of various inputs and innovative achievements [6]. Li (2014) believed that the innovation
ecosystem is an open and complex dynamic evolution system [7]. Zhao, Liu, Sun
and Ma (2015) believed that the innovation ecosystem is a network formed by
integrating resources, sharing resources and collaborating resources to build
channels and platforms between innovation subjects in order to achieve win-win
situation [8].

2.2. Value Co-Creation
The concept of value co-creation was first proposed by Becker (1965), which is
based on the theory of consumer production. That is, the needs of consumers
cannot be satisfied by any products provided by manufacturers, but only by
consumers’ own “production” [9] [10]. The view that value co-creation is the
main source of core competitiveness has been affirmed by many studies [11].
Because the concept of value co-creation mainly concentrates on the interaction
between companies and customers, the characteristics of value co-creation
mainly focus on customer roles, customer contributions and customer management. Customer roles are characterized by diversification: customer as a
co-producer [12]; co-distributors [13]; co-promoter [11]; experience creator
[14]; innovators [15]; co-ideator [16]; co-designer [17]. The research on customer contribution mainly focuses on its motivation and reasons. Vargo and
Lusch (2004) put forward two kinds of resource operand resources and operational resources [18]. Paredes (2014) believed that the operational resource hierarchy begins with basic resources, moves to compound resources, and finally
becomes interrelated operational resources [19]. Arnould (2008) further classified operational resources into social, economic and cultural resources, and
operand resources into resources composed of material objects and physical
space [20]. Further research by Rosenbaum and Massiah (2007) shows that customers can create value together with other peers and feel two kinds of support:
social emotional support and instrumental support, which are due to the reciprocity and voluntary participation of customers [21]. Maglio and Spohrer
(2008) put forward the resources of power, property, physical entity and social
construction. Therefore, people, technology, organization and sharing of information constitute the key contribution to the process of value co-creation [22].
According to operands and operational resources, they are classified as financial,
physical, legal, human capital, organizational culture, information and related
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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resources. For complexity of customer management, the final conclusion can be
understood as that the role of customers determines the contribution of customers in value co-creation, and the degree of contribution depends on the environment created by customers and companies together and the expected value
created in the process of co-creation [23]. Other researchers have noticed that
the interaction between buyers is also an important experience of corporate satisfaction and loyalty [24], which is particularly prominent in the user community of brand creation.
Aarikka-Stenroos & Jaakkola (2012) points out that value creation in the field
of production should focus on the process in which customers participate as
co-producers [25]. Recent research on co-creation focuses on: customer voice
and expectation [26]; cost-function model of co-production [27]; supply chain
problems and value chain management 28]; cross-functional process [29] validity of marketing strategy and operational efficiency [30] and other aspects, which
provide considerable insights into the specific implementation of the value
co-creation process. After reviewing the literature of value co-creation, this research holds that value co-creation is a process of two choices and a final result
of mutual action. In this process, companies, consumers, process suppliers and
others jointly participate in the production and operation process, to achieve
their own maximum interests and the common goal of the same activities, for
different areas and directions of understanding, researchers from different perspectives to solve the problem, and lead to different factors affecting value creation.

3. Evolutionary Construction and Implementation of
Sichuan Fanqing Furniture Company C2F2C Strategy
3.1. Composition of Innovative Ecosystem of Fanqing Furniture
Company
1) Innovative ecosystem community of Fanqing Company
Sichuan Fanqing Furniture Industry Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as
Fanqing) is located in Chengdu City, Sichuan Province, China. Founded in 1988,
it is a professional hotel furniture company deeply engaged in the furniture
market of high-end hotels in China, devoted to the furniture development, design, production, engineering and installation of high-end hotels.
On the aspect of technical R & D population, Fanqing Company has engaged
in R & D, production, marketing and after-sales, providing a one-stop solution
to the overall furniture service, more flexible management process, convenient
for unified services around consumers. It owns unique production technology,
management technology and design capabilities. For strategic decision-making
innovation, Fanqing Company is transiting from traditional company management method and family management method to modern company management method, which is embodied in: from product-oriented management to
project-oriented management; from functional management to process manDOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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agement; from empirical decision-making to systematic decision-making; the
atmosphere of human relations management weakened. In coordinated innovation population respect, Fanqing uses a complete ERP system from order
receipt to product materials, production, sorting, logistics and installation to
visualize the internal data. Customers also can learn the real time progress of
order through WeChat, APP and other methods. Fanqing’s ERP system makes
communication more effective with customers, suppliers and among departments.
2) Innovative ecological environment of Fanqing Company
The innovative ecological environment is an external factor that affects the
operation of the hotel’s furniture company’s innovative ecosystem. The ecological factors such as innovation infrastructure, policy incentives, and market environment constitute the innovative ecological environment. All these
factors are reactions to the external environment. Only by paying attention
to the changes of external environment can companies warn industry crisis,
seek new business opportunities and keep fresh vitality in the process of
changes.
The government has gradually improved the principles and policies of the
furniture manufacturing industry and played a steady and positive role in the
development of the furniture market. National regulations such as “Total Savings” and “Eight Central Regulations” have had a strong impact on the hotel
market. The construction and development of high-end hotels are closely related
to the original market performance. With the introduction of these policies, it
not only challenges the operation of high-end hotels, but also directly affects the
construction speed of high-end hotels, thus slowing down the market share.
Furthermore, the current domestic market in China is facing both qualitative
and quantitative growth, opportunities and challenges. At the same time, current
household equipment tends to be advanced, and the industrial chain has gradually improved.

3.2. The C2F2C Value Innovation Model Evolution Process of
Fanqing Furniture Company
The confluence of challenges and opportunities stimulates Fanqing Company to
choose value creation for strategic transformation, which includes two factors:
driving and pulling. Its driving factors are mainly reflected from four aspects:
Channel Internetization, Demand emotionalization, Hardware technology, Service concept. For pulling factors, it contains: Strategic obstacles, like insufficient
talent reserve and outdated sales promotion; Personal motivation; Peer pressure.
Fanqing Company followed the idea of development strategy construction: improve the innovation ecosystem → explore the value innovation model → propose a development strategy. Fanqing Company mainly expressed its thoughts in
the C2F2C value co-creation mode. Figure 1 shows the development strategy
established by the company.
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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Figure 1. Framework of the development strategy of Fanqing Furniture Company.

First, starting from the C-end of C2F, an Internet-based C2F platform was
created, including Weibo, WeChat, official website and other marketing platforms, to provide personalized services and attract customers to the innovative
ecosystem of Fanqing company. Moreover, the ERP system converts this personalized demand into production data, combining the TOPSOLID simulation
manufacturing system and Fanqing existing intelligent manufacturing equipment to provide information to production. It accomplishes the standard technology development by manufacturing equipment and this standardized production can meet customer needs and a large-scale production. Ultimately, it
achieves production quality boost, product delivery cycle cut, lower overall prices, improved customer satisfaction and significantly lower costs, yielding a
win-win result.
The C2F2C value innovation model of Fanqing Hotel Furniture Company,
is made of three components: F2C, C2F and C2F2C. In the process of F2C,
Fanqing Company develops products based on the company’s inherent model
and standards for hotel customers to choose. It does not accept customization
and factory production management is simple. The design tools are based on
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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3DMAX or CAD drawing software. Fanqing applies F2C one-way sales and simultaneous production inventory. The business risk lies in product backlog,
which is a hidden cause of the company’s huge losses. It only has simple traditional management and low requirements for informatization. In this case, the
company proposed a C2F model to make its furniture design individualized, so
the company cooperated with Topsolid Company of French Dassault Group and
introduced an ERP system, including a customer relationship management system, which solved the problem in the channel. But the cost was high, so the
company proposed C2F2C. Within this strategy, Fanqing’s first step is to clarify
who the company is serving; to consider how to uniquely solve customer problems; how to establish and maintain customer relationships; and how to enable
customers and companies to efficiently co-create value. Fanqing’s C2F2C strategy is a fusion of C2F and F2C. It tailors products that meet the consumer individual needs, while reducing intermediate links to provide a forward-looking vision. As a manufacturer of hotel furniture products, Fanqing Company, an integrated company of front-end sales, production and design, and back-end services, needs to meet the individual customer needs and convert these large-scale
needs into standardized production in the factory. This is the core idea of the
C2F2C development strategy, showed in Figure 2.

3.3. Fanqing Company’s C2F2C Strategy Implementation
Fanqing Company has gone through a series of stages during the implementation process. First of all, the hotel furniture company analyzes its own needs. In
order to realize its needs successfully, Fanqing Furniture Company introduced
ERP management information system to achieve information management from
customers to factories to customers. Fanqing Company also cooperated with the
Topsolid Group to incorporate Topsolid into the design core.
At the same time, according to the theoretical model of value co-creation, the
company has made corresponding preparations and explorations. Firstly, under
the network interactive extended value co-creation operation mode, Fanqing relies on the Internet to build a customer attraction platform, such as message
push management, order schedule query, to manage and engage its own customers; at the same time, relying on the database to fully meet customer needs,
the company needs to retain customers, so Fanqing introduced a Customer Relationship Management System (CRM). There are three stages: first, to analyze
the customer’s behavior before brand identification, to make different marketing
plans; second, to manage customer information and product progress reminders; third, to regularly integrate and analyze after-sales problems, to extract the
reasons for satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

Figure 2. C2F2C model.
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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Under the modular decomposition value co-creation model, C2F2C is a very
significant value co-creation model for Fanqing Company. According to the
three principles of modularity mentioned above: it strengthens the management
of stakeholders, clarifies the rights and responsibilities, and emphasizes the refinement function. Modular decomposition is mainly embodied in intelligent
manufacturing. Fanqing Company is divided into 9 departments and 12 functional modules according to different functions. Each part performs its duties to
achieve delicacy management. Under these subdivided, Fanqing also used
TOPSOLID. It can even be said that TOPSOLID makes Fanqing to truly realize
the value co-creation of modular decomposition. The application is mainly divided into four steps: Basic data preparation, modeling data preparation, specifications, and data preservation.
Resource integration sharing value co-creation model contains two main aspects: customers are engaged in the design and upstream and downstream
supply chain. For customers participating in the design stage, Fanqing establishes three databases including the design solution database, the product database
and the client information database. It can implement linkage and automatically
allocate the optimal scheme, which is conducive to improving efficiency, promoting the whole consumption process and promoting additional consumption.
In the upstream and downstream supply chains, Fanqing mainly aims at improving customer satisfaction for order management, service quality management and maintenance management.

4. Conclusions
C2F2C strategies meet clients’ individualized demands, improve their satisfaction, achieve large-scale production & manufacturing and lower corporate costs.
In the meantime, the products provided for clients are featured with a short delivery period, a high quality and a low price. This achieves the value co-creation
between Fanqing Company and the customer and generates a win-win effect.
First of all, this study summarized the contents related to the innovative ecological system of hotel furniture manufacturers and analyzed the external and
internal innovative ecological environment of hotel furniture manufacturers and
the value innovation mode. Secondly, the theory of value co-creation is being
incorporated into the strategic transition system by an increasing number of
fields and companies to seek bigger market share and higher profitability. Fanqing Company constructed and implemented the C2F2C development strategy
based on value co-creation to solve the problems within a context of pervasive
Internet access: high costs in the C2F mode and low client satisfaction in the
F2C mode.
The theory of value co-creation is being incorporated into the strategic transition system by an increasing number of fields and companies to seek larger
market share and profitability. Although many companies have accumulated a
rich practical experience in value co-creation, few empirical studies undertook a
professional analysis and discussion of the potential benefits and challenges of
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.710006
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co-creation. This research on the experience of Fanqing Company provides referential values for the strategic transition and value co-creation solution of furniture companies, with obvious potential adaptations for other B2B businesses.
It provided a discussion of the transition business process nodes within the furniture manufacturing industry and shed further light on the launch, implementation and results of value co-creation.
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